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Air is that light stuff 
around your head 

which becomes brighter when you laugh. 
(Tonino Guerra) 

 
 
A group of artists, a community which grew up spontaneously around the figure of Giuliano Tomaino. The 
Factory, each member with their own decades-long artistic career and their own language, a team of 
transgenerational authors, a rare case of an art “commune” on La Spezia territory, is difficult to pin down and 
define. 
The challenge of this exhibition has lain in maintaining their own identities but at the same time identifying a 
common theme; it has been easily won with the creation of a single large setting, a kind of wunderkammer 
which the spectator is invited to walk through. 
But what is the element which was able to group them all together? The underlying concept of the project is 
air, immanent and transcendent at the same time, transparent and impalpable but concrete and sensory like a 
breath of wind on one’s face. Air which cannot be contained, but which knows the finiteness of the confines of 
a room. Light, multiform, suspended works, ‘wonders’ of contemporary human artifice.  
So what would a contemporary wunderkammer be like? The artists have imagined it as a funfair, a space for 
detaching oneself from everyday chores and for transferring one’s thoughts (and art) onto a higher, ‘different’ 
plane. 
 
In the exhibition the souls and the air which activate Giuliano Tomaino’s neon ‘fluctuate’, Guastini’s paper balls 
vibrate, Fiorellini’s installation jerks consciences, Ricci’s ‘messed-up’ planet earth rocks, Pistoia’s luminous sign, 
although made of wood, dazzles, while his wheel plays with the air without defining its borders, the air of 
Lanzardo’s freak show moves the waters, Balsotti’s roundabout and seesaw hover in it. 



  
 
 
All this creates a single site-specific attraction activated in fact by air, which reveals its dimensions, its 
substance, its limits, its nuances, its colours; air which becomes the essential starting mechanism and 
emotional activator of this funfair, just as in our lives.  
The nature of the artists involved causes them to ignore the pragmatic aspects of the world, and to capture the 
essence of things. They dedicate themselves to an intellectual process which shifts from the objective analysis 
of air to the interpretation of the multiple meanings linked to it. 
In the specific artistic investigation of this project, air is lightness, a distancing from reality, a means for lifting 
the everyday world out of its heaviness and immobility. Air, like the artists, explores, insinuates itself, 
circumscribes, activates the invisible, goes beyond the visible, permeating our reason, instincts and hearts.   
Air is synonymous of life, the ‘matter’ in which men, thoughts, ideologies and cultures move around; it tastes of 
eternity, of what has always existed and always will exist.  
The artists invited to the CAMeC, with their consciousness wholly open to reality, free to overturn customs and 
prejudices and well aware of their creative power, have let themselves be invaded by the air. This has 
generated in them ideas, wonder, amazement, evocations, expectations and desires, leading to new 
interpretations of real and dreamt-of dimensions. 
Reflections, research and impulses have begotten a varied, highly personal installation which transports visitors 
into a visionary, intense and very contemporary world. 
This is moreover an exhibition with a strong narrative thread, beginning right from the entrance to the 
museum and leading viewers, beckoned by  Pistoia’s luminous sign, into the Factory ‘attraction’.  
 
The work of Giuliano Tomaino Luci (Lights) - which accompanies the docu-film narrating the ten years’ activity 
of the art group - is a symbolic representation of the beginning of their journey. The boat, a recurring element 
in Tomaino’s art, is the belly which has generated them and which receives them before they ‘set sail’ together. 
 
Sandro del Pistoia tries to decode the essential and social role of the artist with a large luminous sign You Are 
Perfect as You Are. Art here is interpreted as the last institutionalised bastion of freedom. The large funfair of 
the art system. 
 
With Bolle (Bubbles), Claudia Guastini creates an interplay of the air with her coloured balls, cells which are 
coming to life, in a continuous movement created by the wind. The artist works with paper, fabrics, light 
materials which come alive as soon as they receive the breath of the air. The great funfair of children’s games. 
 
Paolo Fiorellini has created Corallo (Coral), which is at one and the same time a rosary, a komboloi and a 
tasbeeh, a symbolic work with a strong ecumenical meaning. Its spheres embrace the spectator in the hope for 
a union between the two shores of the Mediterranean. The great funfair of contemporary society.  
In relation to the previous work, Medicina stages the Idol, the author’s trademark; here human beings and 
religion are seen as the only possible solution, both individual and collective. 
 
Giuliano Tomaino proposes Io Leonardo, an installation made for the 500th  anniversary of the death of 
Leonardo, a reproduction of the only signature of the great artist from Vinci which has come down to us. It is a 
mirror image like the original and is activated thanks to the same air which feeds the neon technology. The 
great funfair of genius.  
 
Francesco Ricci presents Mama, a pendulum whose swinging motion peremptorily marks the passing of time, 



  
 
 
the neglect and the destruction man has wreaked on the earth. On close analysis the pendulum is actually a 
map of the world, our planet crying out for attention. The great funfair of nature. 
 
No funfair can be without a big wheel. Sandro del Pistoia brings it with Se avrai fatto la cosa giusta lo capirai 
dal fatto che nessuno se ne è accorto (If you’ve done the right thing you’ll realise it from the fact that no-one 
has noticed), which also highlights the artist’s modular compositional process. Space and humans are placed in 
relation to each other, an invitation to go further, to exceed one’s own limits.  
 
Stefano Lanzardo with Sideshow takes us back to the atmosphere of the American provincial fairs of the ‘40s. 
His ‘attraction’ does not stage anything wondrous or monstrous, rather the author’s development of the theme 
of deciphering the body. The great funfair of mystery.  
Accompanying it is Il vento si serve di me per danzare (The wind uses me to dance; a performance by Sandro di 
Pistoia) which is a testimony to one of the many collaborations characterising the group (in this case specific to 
the theme of air). 
 
Cristina Balsotti presents Chichi’ 2019, a see-saw and a roundabout which recall dreams, children’s games, the 
precarious balances and the undulatory dynamics of existence. They are a refuge, a swing, a rocking-horse, but 
also a boat to lull oneself in. The great funfair of life. 
 
Lightness as an antidote to superficiality. 
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